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Illustrator Amylee Weeks has combined her trademark style artistry with Biblical verses familiar to

kids to create a faith-filled coloring book to enchant your girl. Join in the fun - the perforated pages

make this a shareable pastime. When you're finished, hang your artwork for constant

encouragement. The glossy hardcover volume features embossed text and designs and a 5/8 inch

coil binding.Perforated One-Side Printed Sturdy PagesDesigned for Fun & InspirationIncludes Gift

Tags, Bookmarks & Cards to ColorPresentation Page for Gift-GivingBible Scripture & Christian

Content7 1/4 x 10 1/4 Inch50 Designs Plus ExtrasSuitable For Ages 7 & Older
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This is a wonderful book filled with many Christian-based designs. I also want to mention

immediately that it is one of the best made coloring books that I have purchased but more about that

later. The actual designs have a beautiful, hand-drawn sketch look and feel to them. In addition to

the 50 designs, there are bookmarks and cards you can color and cut out.The book is definitely

geared towards females as all the figures in the book are girls. However, many of the designs can

easily be colored by all as they are gender neutral. My husband colors as well and he likes many of

the designs in this book, too.What I love about the book is that almost every one of the designs is

Christian-based. Many Christian coloring books only devote one third or so of the design pages to

providing a Christian message. This one is packed full of designs meant to inspire and encourage.

While it may have been meant for a younger target audience, I find that as an adult, I am happy to



color these designs as well.The book is very well made. The cover is extremely strong hardboard. It

is printed on one side only of heavyweight perforated paper. The binding is at the top and is spiral

bound. The print quality is excellent and dark. I really appreciate this binding as you can flip to any

page and have access to the entire design. The cover then becomes a portable

Ã¢Â€ÂœdeskÃ¢Â€Â• which allows you to color easily when on-the-go. While I am not a

Ã¢Â€ÂœleftyÃ¢Â€Â•, spiral bound works fantastic for them as they don't have to color over the

Ã¢Â€ÂœhumpÃ¢Â€Â• of the binding. A few of the designs extend beyond the perforations, which is a

little frustrating. I won't remove these from the book as I will lose a bit of the design if I do. This could

be easily solved in future additions to this series by sizing the design to fit below the

perforations.This is printed on fantastic paper. None of my markers bled through  and that

includes all of my alcohol-based markers. Gel pens worked fantastic as well and did not bleed

through or leave shadows at the back. Coloring pencils worked nicely as well and behaved

according to their type of lead (soft/hard core.)These are the coloring medium that I use for testing.

If there is something else you feel I should be testing, please let me know and I will see if I can add

it to my growing pile:Markers: 1) alcohol-based  Copic Sketch, Prismacolor double ended

markers (brush and fine point), Sharpies (fine and ultra-fine) and 2) water-based  Tombows

dual end markers (brush and fine point), Stabilo 88, Staedler triplus fineliners, and Pentel

markersGel Pens: Sakura, Fiskars, Uni-ball Signo 0.38/0.28 and TekwriterColoring Pencils:

Prismacolor Premier Soft Core, Derwent Colorsoft, Prismacolor Verithins, and Faber-Castel

Polychromos

I bought this Book for Girls for my nine year old granddaughter and "The Word" (by Christian Art) for

myself. I also purchased a large gel pen set. Today we spent most of the day together and we both

loved these wonderful flip top, hardcover books. We colored together for three hours! This book is

affordable and has wonderful messages for young girls to ponder. The pages are nice and heavy

compared to other books I have looked at. I will definitely buy more as gifts for all the girls I know.

This photo is of the first page of The Word...don't hesitate on either of these beautiful Christian Art

books.

I bought this for my 8 year old daughter to color during church. I figure if she is going to be coloring,

at least it can be something with a scripture or at least positive thought on the page. Its been two

months and she is a little bored of it finally. It has been the only coloring book she has used - other

than this she uses plain paper. So, the fact that she has been coloring in it that long is quite



impressive, We have a whole shelf of coloring books that have barely been used.We only used

crayons and colored pencils. It probably works for markers, but I don't know about bleed through.

There is only one image on each side of the page. I found the book mark and card pages a little

annoying because they were not perforated and the first time she tried to use it, she didn't tell me

until she tore the bookmark and 'ruined' it. We fixed it with tape. I can see some of these being

enjoyed by

LOVE, LOVE, LOVE this book! Will be buying many more for all the lovely girls in my life. Cover is

textured. Pics are on heavy, perforated paper and the pics are darling. Christian Arts Kids . . . we

want MORE!!

I have purchased many adult coloring books on  for grandchildren, adult friends etc. This one has

great quality paper and cute designs to color. Some of the images might be a little small for younger

children but it was perfect for my 8 year old granddaughter who loves every kind of craft. We enjoy

coloring together. This one has perforated pages and very high quality paper.

I ordered these for my daughters and they just love them! The pictures are awesome and the

messages are even greater! Thank you so much!

I ordered this for my four-year-old to use while I do my Bible time. She loves it! There are 50 pages

in this. Pages are blank on the back. They are all adorable. Some pages have bookmarks or smaller

pictures that can be cut out. I love the hard cover. A great way to start a child in a creative form of

worship.

These are the best things to give as gifts. At first, I questioned myself in buying it, but it turned out to

be the best gift for my 30 year old niece. She loved it.!!! She brought it to Easter Dinner weeks after

I had given it to her to show me she was coloring the pages and enjoyed doing so.
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